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Government Enterprise Architecture (GEA)

The Smart Directions Statement observes that “information and communications technology
is one of the dynamic industries fuelling job creation, economic growth, and a better quality
of life in the Smart State. ICT is increasingly important in the Government’s work to deliver
better services like health, education and transport to all Queenslanders wherever they
live1”. Such services should be seamless and easily accessible.
“The Queensland Government invests an estimated $1 billion annually in information and
communications technology (ICT) people, products and services. It is essential that such a
substantial investment supports the delivery of efficient and effective services that meet the
increasing demands of our community 2 ”. It is clearly important that this investment is
managed wisely.
“Critical to the success of the Smart Directions Statement, is strong collaboration within the
public sector, partnering with the private sector and adopting innovative solutions for the
benefit of the Queensland community3”.
The most appropriate management framework for enabling Government and agencies to
collaborate, provide seamless services and leverage their investment in ICT to the
maximum, is enterprise architecture. Enterprise architecture is the organizing of a firm’s
processes, data, applications, and infrastructure captured in a set of policies and technical
choices to achieve desired business and technical standardization and integration.4
The Government Enterprise Architecture (GEA) provides the framework to support the
development of better services for Queenslanders, more efficient and effective use of
ICT in government, and effective partnering with the private sector.
In 2005 the GEA replaced the Government Information Architecture (GIA) which has served
its purpose but suffered from a number of drawbacks which limited its ability to support the
initiatives identified in the Smart Directions Statement. The GEA was affirmed as the
foundation for governance of ICT in 2006 by the Service Delivery and Performance
Commission’s Queensland Government Report on Review of ICT Governance in the
Queensland Government, September 2006.
The GEA provides a guiding framework for individual agencies, host agencies for multiagency projects, and for whole-of-Government projects in the development, use, and
management of ICT assets. The GEA is a federated architecture acknowledging that the
Queensland Government is a single enterprise composed of autonomous agencies.
Agencies are responsible for their own enterprise architectures, yet are able to leverage off
and contribute to whole of-Government architectures and investments.
The GEA was commissioned to:
•
•
•
•

describe architecture practices to help drive business management improvements
across the whole-of-Government;
define the whole-of-Government target enterprise architecture;
define mechanisms and standards for alignment with the whole-of-Government target
enterprise architecture;
define the governance and contribution process for the development, use and update of
artefacts; and

1

Smart Directions Statement for Information and Communications Technology within the Queensland
Government, Queensland Department of Public Works, December 2004, page 1.
2
Smart Directions Statement for Information and Communications Technology within the Queensland
Government, Queensland Department of Public Works, December 2004, page 2.
3
Smart Directions Statement for Information and Communications Technology within the Queensland
Government, Queensland Department of Public Works, December 2004, page 2.
4
Centre for Information Systems Research 2004, http://mitsloan.mit.edu/cisr/ss2004-ws.php
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define a framework within which enterprise architecture artefacts can be accommodated.

This document outlines the business context for a federated GEA and describes the GEA
framework, including the meta-model, classification models (domain partitioning) and
architecture representations. It also describes the agency contribution process, including
governance and alignment process, and the contribution of ICT planning towards the GEA.

A.1

Goals of the GEA

The GEA addresses focus areas outlined in the Smart Directions Statement. These focus
areas are designed to “generate improved business and ICT value4” from the Government’s
ICT assets.
These focus areas were reaffirmed in the Review of ICT Governance in the Queensland
Government. This Review recommended additional governance arrangements and their
impact on GEA governance arrangements is discussed in section C1.
1. Government as a single enterprise
“[The Queensland Government is a single enterprise] that provides a wide range of
services to the community through its agencies. Agency and whole-of-Government
business priorities need to be balanced. Innovation in service delivery within an agency
will be promoted, as will opportunities to achieve better business and ICT value from
whole-of-Government approaches…the Government Information Architecture [now GEA]
and Information Standards will be further developed to facilitate opportunities for crosssector collaboration and integrated service delivery to the community5”.
Agency and whole-of-Government business priorities need to be effectively integrated for the
Queensland Government to function as a single entity and provide a seamless range of
services to the community through its agencies. The GEA will provide a comprehensive view
of services available from individual agencies, and will allow their alignment for potential
aggregation into seamless services to the community.
2. Enabling the business priorities of Government
“The effective use of strategic information and ICT assets will enable the improved
accessibility of Government information and services through a range of channels and
on a 24x7 basis. The demands from business and the community for increased service
levels, security and quality can be met more readily if agency strategic information and
ICT investments align with Government’s business priorities and whole-of-Government
directions6”.
ICT innovation should be consistent with business priorities and provide a firm, interoperable
and consistent foundation for cross-agency and cross-sector collaboration. The GEA
achieves this by specifying, discussing, and recommending best-practice in innovation
through the whole-of-Government target enterprise representation. The GEA, by providing
an overall picture of the ICT deployment in Government, will enable the ICT investment to be
leveraged effectively, readily identifying opportunities for reuse and aggregation of services.

4

Smart Directions Statement for Information and Communications Technology within the Queensland
Government, Queensland Department of Public Works, December 2004, page 2.
5
Smart Directions Statement for Information and Communications Technology within the Queensland
Government, Queensland Department of Public Works, December 2004, page 4.
6
Smart Directions Statement for Information and Communications Technology within the Queensland
Government, Queensland Department of Public Works, December 2004, page 5.
Queensland Government Chief Information Office
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3. Improving value for money
“Government has an obligation to the people of Queensland to ensure that value for
money in terms of both efficiency and effectiveness is delivered through its ongoing
investments in strategic information and ICT. This includes taking a whole-ofGovernment approach where this better supports service delivery or is more cost
effective.
In relation to strategic information and ICT initiatives, the effectiveness of decision
making will also be enhanced through improvements in knowledge management
practices and sharing of lessons learnt by individual agencies. Decision making by each
agency will be informed by this approach, ensuring that agency initiatives and solutions
involving strategic information and ICT consider the principle of reusing before sharing
before buying before building7”.
The GEA encourages collaboration and information sharing across Government to improve
the effectiveness of decision-making within agencies and at a whole-of-Government level. It
prevents potential duplication of effort and identifies opportunities for reuse of existing
investments, including ICT infrastructure and common utility-style applications.
4. Partnering with the private sector
“The Government recognises the value that can be realised through partnering with the
private sector and identifying new ways of doing business. This is particularly important
with initiatives involving the implementation of ICT products and services, where
Government is seeking to encourage innovation and improve overall value for money
with its major investments in strategic information and ICT”8.
The GEA will enable ICT suppliers in the private sector to understand the Government’s ICT
priorities and how the Government has decided to deploy ICT to support its business needs;
suppliers will be able to tailor their offerings accordingly, and will be able to identify
opportunities for value-adding to Government.

7

Smart Directions Statement for Information and Communications Technology within the Queensland
Government, Queensland Department of Public Works, December 2004, page 7.
8
Smart Directions Statement for Information and Communications Technology within the Queensland
Government, Queensland Department of Public Works, December 2004, page 11.
Queensland Government Chief Information Office
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B.0.1 What is Enterprise Architecture?
For the purpose of the Queensland Government, Enterprise Architecture (EA) is the practice
of applying a comprehensive and rigorous method for describing a current and future
structure and behaviour for an organisation's processes, information, applications,
technology and human resources, to enable alignment with the organisation's strategic
direction.
Although often associated strictly with information technology, EA relates to the practice of
business efficiency and effectiveness.
There are many definitions of enterprise architecture. The Queensland Government
definition is consistent with the Global Enterprise Architecture Organisation (GEAO)
definition:
Enterprise Architecture refers to the way in which an enterprise vision is expressed in
the structure and dynamics of an Enterprise.
It provides, on various architecture abstraction levels, a coherent set of models,
principles, guidelines, and policies, used for the translation, alignment, and evolution
of the systems9 that exist within the scope and context of an Enterprise.
The GEA is the framework that supports EA activity within the Queensland Government by
defining:
• the agreed standard architecture abstraction levels across the sector;
• a standard and coherent set of classification or domain models of the GEA itself; and
• a set of common artefacts in the form of strategies, principles, definitions, guidelines,
standards and policies used to populate the GEA.

B.0.2 The Three Dimensions Elements of the GEA Framework
The GEA Framework is divided into three key dimensions: Meta Model, EA Classification
Models and EA Representations. The dimensions are interdependent and together ensure
the GEA is able to deliver an effective EA.

9

The term "system" does not necessary refer to an ICT system but also refers to an organisation, an
eco-system, a management system, business process etc.
Queensland Government Chief Information Office
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Government Enterprise Architecture Framework

Classification
Framework Definitions

Meta Model
(Rules)

Representation
Definitions

EA Classification Models
Business
Portfolio
Framework

Other Business Models

EA Representations
Current

Domain profiles

Information
Portfolio
Framework

Other Information Models

Cross-Agency
Architecture (e.g. IJIS)
Domain profiles
WOG Architecture

Application
Portfolio
Framework

Mechanisms and
Standards

Other Application Models

Domain profiles

Target
Agency Architecture

Agency Architecture
Strategic Directions
Implementation Strategies
GEA Policies
Definition Papers
Discussion Papers
Position Papers

Domain targets
Cross-Agency
Architecture (e.g. IJIS)
Domain targets
WOG Architecture
Domain targets

Standards
Guidelines
Domain specifications

Technology
Portfolio
Framework

Other Technology Models

Program of Work

The Meta Model is a set of rules for structuring and populating the GEA. These rules are
applicable across Queensland Government and are managed by the Queensland
Government Chief Information Office (QGCIO), with close consultation with the Queensland
Government Chief Technology Office (QGCTO) and agencies across the sector.
The EA Classification Models (also known as EA Classifications) is a 4-tier structure
comprising of Business, Information, Application and Technology layers. These provide
organisation and navigation of GEA.
These classifications are critical to the GEA and can be summarised as follows:
• set the context for strategies, policies, standard solutions and technical standards;
• act as an index scheme to allow agencies to “navigate” the GEA to determine which
strategies, policies, solutions and standards apply to them; and
• provide a classification scheme for data collection and portfolio analysis supporting ICT
Planning (providing the structure for ICT Investment Reporting Requirements in a similar
way to Treasury’s Financial Reporting Requirements for agencies reporting on their
financial position).
EA Representations are a collection of current and target enterprise architectures and
mechanisms/standards for achieving the target enterprise architecture. The EA
representations provide the active elements of the GEA (in a similar way to the combination
of the Accounting Policy Guidelines and the Financial Records of each agency in the
financial domain).

Queensland Government Chief Information Office
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Figure 1 Key Dimensions of the Government Enterprise Architecture (GEA) Framework

A key concept of the GEA Framework is the dependencies that each element has to each
other element. For example, the EA classifications and the EA Representations rely on the
GEA rules set by the Meta Model, and the EA Representations cannot exist without the
context set by the EA Classifications.

B.0.3 How is the GEA populated?
The federated nature the GEA is a cornerstone and source of authority for a number of
activities across Government. As a result, the creation of GEA artefacts is not solely a
centralised activity of the Queensland Government Chief Information Office (QGCIO). For
example:
• position papers have been authored by the QGCIO and CorpTech;
• policies have been jointly developed by the QGCIO and agencies , such as the
Information Standard on Privacy for Queensland Health; and
• standards been written by agencies, including interoperability of services authored by
Information Queensland, Smart Service Queensland and Queensland Transport.
In each of the above cases, cross-agency consultation and agreement was facilitated by the
QGCIO.
This approach, with a central group providing the core around which other groups provide
further support in their areas of expertise, is recognised by Gartner10 as an appropriate
model for ensuring EA is adopted across complex and diverse organisations.

10

Gartner’s 11 April 2005, “Organizing Tactics for Enterprise Architecture” by Colleen M. Young.

Queensland Government Chief Information Office
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Figure 2 Gartner's Concentric Architecture Team Structure

Further details of the process for population of the GEA are addressed in the GEA
governance section later in this document.

Queensland Government Chief Information Office
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Meta Model

Figure 3 Meta Model

The first dimension of the GEA framework is the Meta Model. Before any content (artefacts
and representations) can be stored, the schemas by which these are created and used must
be defined. The Meta Model establishes the schemas and defines the rules and language
for structuring and populating the GEA. The Meta Model contains the business rules for the
creation and maintenance of the artefact types.
Within the GEA Meta Model, these rules are divided into the Classification Framework
Definitions and the Representation Definitions.

B.1.1 Classification Framework Definitions
The Classification Framework Definitions define the structure of the EA Classification
Models. These definitions outline the models for each of the business, information,
application and technology layers.

B.1.2 Representation Definitions
The Representation Definitions specify the structure of the artefacts within the GEA.
Representation Definitions are provided for mechanisms and standards as well as current
and target specifications. The representation definitions included are for definition papers,
discussion papers, position papers, strategies, information standards, guidelines and domain
specifications. The rules specify the minimum set of elements that apply to particular types
of artefacts e.g. the requirements for a standard, definition paper or position paper.

Queensland Government Chief Information Office
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EA Classification Models

The second dimension of the GEA Framework is the EA Classification Models. These define
the overarching context for EA Representations by means of categorising these into
standard EA layers.

Figure 4 EA Classification Models

The Business layer addresses the business vision, goals, objectives, strategy, line of
business, organisation structure, business process models, business functions and other
business concepts as required. It contains all of the business frameworks including but not
limited to the business portfolio framework.
The Information layer defines what information needs to be made available to accomplish
the mission (to whom, and how etc). It contains all of the information frameworks including,
but not limited to, the information portfolio framework.
The Application layer focuses on the application portfolio required to support the business
mission and information needs of the enterprise, and addresses the common business
components and business services that can be leveraged by multiple applications. The
application portfolio comprises the suite of application software, excluding software
technologies, required to assist the organisation to achieve its objectives. The Application
layer contains all of the application frameworks including, but not limited to, the application
portfolio framework.
The Technology layer defines the technologies required to support the application portfolio of
the business, including software technologies, hardware, and network support. It contains
all of the technology frameworks including, but not limited to, the technology portfolio
framework.
The EA Classification Models provide a skeleton for accommodating architecture artefacts
according to the various layers – a categorical skeleton. The classification models can be
used as a means to navigate through the enterprise architecture depending on the
perspective required by the organisation. It also defines the way these architecture artefacts
can be classified and utilised to represent the enterprise. These models however, do not
comprise in themselves the artefacts - this is achieved through the EA Representations.

Queensland Government Chief Information Office
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EA Representations
EA Representations
Current

Mechanisms and
Standards

Agency Architecture

Agency Architecture
Domain profiles
Cross-Agency
Architecture (e.g. IJIS)
Domain profiles
WOG Architecture
Domain profiles

Target

Strategic Directions
Implementation Strategies
GEA Policies
Definition Papers
Discussion Papers
Position Papers

Domain targets
Cross-Agency
Architecture (e.g. IJIS)
Domain targets
WOG Architecture
Domain targets

Standards
Guidelines
Domain specifications

Figure 5 EA Representations

The final dimension of the GEA Framework is the repository of core architecture artefacts
and supporting EA content. It is comprised of:
•
•
•

current agency EA representations – consisting of domain profiles for current agency
architecture, cross-agency current architectures and whole-of-Government current
architectures;
mechanisms and standards – the artefacts, tools, techniques which support the
whole-of-Government architecture, and more commonly, assist in moving from the
current EA to the whole-of-Government target architecture; and
target EA representations – consisting of domain targets for target agency
architectures, cross-agency target architectures and whole-of-Government target
architecture.

All domain profiles must be classified using the EA classification models and/or other
business, information, application and technology-related models.

B.3.1 Current EA Representations
Current EA Representations hold domain profiles documenting the current or as-is situation,
and are categorised by the scope of agency coverage as follows.
Current Agency Architectures comprise EA representations relating to a single agency.
From a Government as a Single Enterprise perspective, the collections of the current agency
architectures represent the entire enterprise.
Current Cross-Agency Architectures comprise EA representations that cut across more than
one agency. For example, the Integrated Justice Information System (IJIS) is a crossagency initiative that spans across at least two agencies e.g. Justice and Attorney-General
and Queensland Police. The current architecture that supports IJIS is documented as a
cross-agency architecture.

Queensland Government Chief Information Office
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Current whole-of-Government Architectures are EA representations of whole-of-Government
initiatives that cut across most of, if not the whole of, government. For example, GovNet is
the portal to access information from various sources including Queensland Government
web sites. This initiative is applicable across the whole-of-government and has a current EA
representation that describes its architecture and its current state of business, information,
applications and technologies portfolio.

B.3.2 Mechanisms and Standards
The artefacts stored in Mechanisms and Standards include definition papers, discussion
papers, position papers, strategic directions, implementation strategies, policies (information
standards), guidelines and domain specifications. These artefacts form the visible framework
for making EA decisions within an agency, cross-agency, and at the whole-of-Government
level. Some of these artefacts outline best practice across a range of ICT topics and themes,
while others document implementation mechanisms to achieve target EA representations.

B.3.3 Target EA representations
A target EA representation relates to EA representations that define what the future ICT
enterprise should look like. It succinctly states the Queensland Government’s, or agency’s,
position on ICT for a particular domain.
There are three major types of representations (also known as domain targets to be
achieved in one or more domains). These are outlined below.
Target Agency Architectures comprise EA representations that relate to the direction that
Queensland Government sets in relation to either a single agency or Government as a
whole. These could take the form of mappings from EA classification models and/or other
business, information, application and technology-related models. The target agency
architecture describes what the Queensland Government has defined to be its target
architecture for one or more agencies within a specified migration period. The target agency
architectures could also comprise what agencies set as their targets as a means to
demonstrate their alignment with Queensland Government’s direction;
Target Cross-Agency Architectures consist of the Queensland Government’s targets for
initiatives that involve the development and sharing of the target architecture between the
agencies. These could take the form of mappings from EA classification models and/or
other business, information, application and technology-related models that relate across
several agencies. For example, the Integrated Justice Information System (IJIS) is a crossagency initiative that spans across at least two agencies e.g. Justice and Attorney-General
and Queensland Police.
Target whole-of-Government Architectures describe Queensland Government’s positions for
whole-of-Government initiatives. These again could take the form of mappings from the EA
classification models and/or other business, information, application and technology-related
models. The target whole-of-Government architecture may include a specified migration
period.

Queensland Government Chief Information Office
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GEA Framework and its Context

This section describes the context of the GEA in terms of the governance process, agency
contribution process, alignment process, and the ICT Planning process.

Figure 6 GEA Framework Context

C.1

Governance of the GEA

GEA Governance provides a mechanism to manage additions and amendments to both the
structure and the content of the GEA. This is particularly important given that the content of
the GEA is contributed to by various stakeholders within the Queensland Government and
not just the QGCIO and QGCTO.
The following sections provide an overview of the governance arrangements in relation to
the GEA Framework, and reflect recommendations made by the Service Delivery and
Performance Commission Report into Governance of ICT in the Queensland Government.
Overall Operational and Governance Roles for the GEA Framework
The GEA provides guidance not only for individual agencies, but also host agencies for
multi-agency projects, and for whole-of-Government projects in the development, use, and
management of ICT assets.

Queensland Government Chief Information Office
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Table 1 shows the overall responsibilities for the major elements of the GEA Framework:
GEA Operational and
Governance Roles

Operational Role

Governance Role

GEA Definition
(Meta Model)

QGCIO

DG DPW will use the
SI&ICT Committee as the
decision making forum

GEA Classifications

QGCIO

DG DPW will use the
SI&ICT Committee as the
decision making forum

GEA Representations:
Current State

For Agency Enterprise
Architecture: Agency
Enterprise Architects

For artefacts developed by
agencies: the DG of the
agency

For multi-agency or wholeof government initiatives:
the host agency with
advice from the QGCIO
and QGCTO

For multi-agency or wholeof government initiatives:
the host agency DG. The
host agency DG may
decide to use the CEO
Committee overseeing the
initiative as the decision
making forum

For whole-of-government
architecture: QGCIO (for
the Business and
Information layers) or
QGCTO (for Applications
and Technology layers)

For whole-of-government
architecture: DG DPW.
The DG DPW may decide
to use the SI&ICT
Committee as the decision
making forum

GEA Representations:
Mechanisms and
Standards

QGCIO sets the minimum
requirements and process
for developing
mechanisms and
standards for GEA
artefacts or artefacts
created by other projects,
bodies or agencies but
held in the GEA

DG DPW will use the
SI&ICT Committee as the
decision making forum

GEA Representations:
Target State

See GEA
Representations: Current
State above

See GEA
Representations: Current
State above

Table 1 Operational and Governance Roles for the GEA Framework

Queensland Government Chief Information Office
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Development of GEA Artefacts
The responsibility for the development of GEA artefacts is not the sole responsibility of the
QGCIO or QGCTO. GEA artefacts can be developed by any party that identifies a need and
has the appropriate expertise. However, the QGCIO and QGCTO are responsible for guiding
and managing the development of GEA artefacts.
Table 2 shows the high level responsibility of the QGCIO and QGCTO with respect to GEA
representations.
GEA
Representations
Responsibilities

Business

Information

Application

Technology

QGCIO

QGCIO

QGCIO
(QGCTO)

QGCTO
(QGCIO)

QGCIO

QGCIO

QGCTO
(QGCIO)

QGCTO
(QGCIO)

QGCIO

QGCIO

QGCTO
(QGCIO)

QGCTO
(QGCIO)

QGCIO

QGCIO
(QGCTO)

QGCTO
(QGCIO)

QGCTO
(QGCIO)

Any

Any

Any

Any

Position Papers

QGCIO

QGCIO

QGCTO
(QGCIO)

QGCTO
(QGCIO)

Standards

QGCIO

QGCIO
(QGCTO)

QGCTO
(QGCIO)

QGCTO

Guidelines

QGCIO

QGCIO

QGCTO

QGCTO

Domain Target

QGCIO

QGCIO

QGCTO

QGCTO

Domain
Specifications
(Models)

QGCIO

QGCIO

QGCTO

QGCTO

Domain Profile

QGCIO

QGCIO

QGCTO

QGCTO

Strategic Directions
Implementation
Strategies
Policies
(inc. Information
Standards)
Definition Papers
Discussion Papers

Table 2 GEA Representations Responsibilities

Queensland Government Chief Information Office
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Supporting the GEA
The QGCIO and QGCTO are required to support the GEA and ensure it operates efficiently.
The area of responsibility for each of these allied activities is outlined in Table 3.

GEA Allied Activities Responsibilities

Responsibility

GEA Framework Development

QGCIO

GEA Content Development

Various

GEA Analysis & Reporting

QGCIO & QGCTO

GEA Hands-on Support

QGCIO & QGCTO
(Depends on domain)

GEA Repository Hosting

QGCTO

GEA Repository Management

QGCIO

GEA Publishing

QGCIO

GEA Curriculum Development

QGCIO

GEA Training Delivery

QGCIO

GEA Benefits Management

QGCIO

GEA Governance

QGCIO & QGCTO

GEA Marketing

QGCIO

ICT Planning Development

QGCIO

ICT Planning Analysis

QGCIO

ICT Planning Hands-on Support

QGCIO

GEA Policy (Information Standards)
Development
GEA Policy (Information Standards)
Maintenance
GEA Policy (Information Standards)
Support

QGCIO
QGCIO
QGCIO

Table 3 Supporting the GEA

Queensland Government Chief Information Office
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Governance of GEA Artefacts
The level of endorsement, consultation and approval of each GEA artefact depends on the
potential impact and the type of artefact. For example, GEA Discussion Papers require very
little governance (apart from the use of a standard process, templates and some level of
quality assurance) as they are not setting any direction. However, GEA standards must be
complied with without exception, and as such, require much stronger governance.
Table 3 provides the highest possible level of governance for a given area of the GEA.
However, unnecessary invocation of the governance process can reduce the agility and
responsiveness of the GEA.
As a result, the GEA governance arrangements need only be invoked for certain artefacts
and then only up to a level that reflects the potential impact that the artefact will have on the
GEA and agencies themselves.
Table 4 outlines the highest governance level when a GEA artefact is deemed to contain a
high impact direction.
GEA Representations
(Artefacts)Governance
Policies
(Information Standards)

Business

Information

Application

Technology

DG DPW

DG DPW

DG DPW

DG DPW

Strategic Directions

DG DPW

DG DPW

DG DPW

DG DPW

Position Papers

DG DPW

DG DPW

DG DPW

DG DPW

Implementation
Strategies

D-G DPW

D-G DPW

D-G DPW

D-G DPW

Standards

D-G DPW

D-G DPW

D-G DPW

D-G DPW

Definition Papers

QGCIO

QGCIO

QGCTO

QGCTO

Domain Target

QGCIO

QGCIO

QGCTO

QGCTO

Domain Specifications
(Models)

QGCIO

QGCIO

QGCTO

QGCTO

Domain Profile

Various

Various

Various

Various

Discussion Papers

Various

Various

Various

Various

Guidelines

Various

Various

Various

Various

Table 4 Governance of GEA Artefacts

As indicated in Table 4 above, the highest level of governance for a high impact artefact is
the DG of DPW using the SI&ICT Committee as the decision making body. Where the
impact of the artefact is moderate, the decision can be made at a lower level - by the QGCIO
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or the QGCTO (in consultation with the QGCIO) in consultation with the GEA Reference
Group. In rare cases, certain artefacts may require just the QGCIO or the QGCTO approval.
Table 5 provides further detail as to the appropriate governance arrangements for an
artefact given its potential impact.
Level of Impact of Artefact

Endorsement Required

Responsibility

High Impact:

SI & ICT Committee

Responsible for
endorsing
amendments to the
GEA that are
mandatory and high
impact, and for
ensuring that an
appropriate
consultation process
has been undertaken
to inform the
decision

QGCIO or QGCTO
following advice from the
GEA Reference Group

Responsible for
providing
architecture input
and impact analysis
on proposed
amendments to the
GEA and endorsing
amendments

QGCIO or QGCTO

Responsible for the
day to day
management of the
GEA and for making
amendments to the
GEA that have
moderate impact on
whole-ofGovernment

-

GEA artefacts which contain a
mandate

-

major structural changes to the
GEA

-

requires significant
implementation effort by most
agencies in terms of financial,
staff and the number of agencies
impacted by the change

-

affects governance of the GEA
and/or ICT at a whole-ofGovernment level

-

Set a new alignment target

Moderate Impact:
-

significant content changes or
additions to the GEA

-

changes or additions to position
papers, strategies, domain
specifications

-

major changes or additions to
classification frameworks

-

change to an existing domain
target

Moderate Impact (No mandate):
-

Definition papers, discussion
papers, guidelines

-

Minor updates to frameworks eg.
Changes to description of
domains within a framework

Table 5 Level of Impact per Artefact Type

The typical endorsement and consultation process for each artefact is further explored in the
D.2
Artefact Rules of this document.
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QGCIO regularly publishes the detailed governance processes for Queensland Government
agencies to follow for endorsement.
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ICT Planning

A number of artefacts are produced from an agency’s ICT Planning process. Three of these
artefacts are directly related to an agency’s GEA alignment:
• current domain profiles;
• target domain profiles; and
• program of work.
Agency Current Domain Profiles - domain mappings from the portfolio frameworks for the
agency’s current business, information, application, and technology profiles. These describe
the agency’s current architecture and are stored in the EA Representations repository and
provide the data necessary for a roll-up into the Queensland Government’s current
architecture.
Agency Target Domain Profiles - domain mappings from the portfolio frameworks for the
agency’s target business, information, application, and technology profiles. These describe
the agency’s target architecture and are stored in EA Representations as a repository of
each agency’s target architecture.
Agency Program of Work - the Program of Work outlines the projects, tasks and activities to
be undertaken for a specified timeframe. This includes projects that are agency-focused, as
well, as architecture-driven – the aim being to drive migration to the agency’s to-be
architecture. Although not stored in the GEA, this document supports the initiatives that form
an agency’s domain targets.
QGCIO maintains and publishes a detailed ICT Planning Methodology and supporting tools
for use within Queensland Government agencies. Contact QGCIO for further information.
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GEA Alignment

Alignment with the GEA means having achieved or having the intention to achieve
consistency with the direction stated in priority domains11 by the specified deadline. These
domains exist in the business, information, application and technology layers of the GEA.
For the purpose of alignment, the GEA is a collection of domains that define the preferred
direction for ICT implementation. Note that the GEA is more than just a collection of
domains but alignment is difficult to measure outside of the domains. A domain may have a
target specified (e.g. Crystal Reports v.9.012) and a deadline associated with implementing
that target (e.g. 30 June 2007).
A target for a domain may be specified as either a particular product to be implemented; one
or more standards to be followed; a purchasing arrangement to be used; or a service
provision arrangement.
Alignment Target
An alignment target is a specific set of domains 13 for which a particular direction and
associated deadline has been specified and agreed. The timeframe associated with an
alignment target is the time by which alignment must be demonstrated. New domains can
be included into the alignment target in each planning cycle.
Alignment
Alignment with the GEA means that for each domain in the alignment target:
•

The agency’s target architecture is consistent with the domain target specified in the
Government Enterprise Architecture domain.

AND
•

The agency already has the target architecture in place.

OR
•

The agency’s forward program of work resulting from their ICT planning contains
initiatives/projects that move the agency towards their specified target architecture by the
specified deadline.

11

A domain is a logical storage space for a field of related information, activity, concern or function.
The purpose of the domains is to categorise the four layers of enterprise architecture, namely, the
business, information, application and technology layers. Each of these layers (e.g. technology layer)
is divided into three levels of domains: level 1 domains at the top level (e.g. application
environments), further subdivided into level 2 domains (e.g. application software engines) and further
subdivided into level 3 domains (e.g. reporting engines).
12
Examples in this document are purely hypothetical.
13
Priority domains are primarily level 3 domains of the Government Enterprise Architecture and are
potentially across all four layers of the Government Enterprise Architecture.
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Figure 7 illustrates alignment and non-alignment for the e-mail and messaging domain within
the technology layer of the GEA.
Whole of Government
Target Architecture

Agency Current

Microsoft
Exchange 5.5
SP4 by June
2008

Microsoft
Exchange 5.5
SP4

Whole of Government
Target Architecture

Agency Target

Microsoft
Exchange 5.5
SP4 by June
2008

Agency Program of Work
includes initiatives to
implement Microsoft
Exchange 5.5 SP4 by
June 2008

Whole of Government
Target Architecture

Microsoft
Exchange 5.5
SP4

Agency Target

Microsoft
Exchange 5.5
SP4 by June
2008

Lotus Notes
R6 by June
2008

Whole of Government
Target Architecture

Microsoft
Exchange 5.5
SP4 by June
2008

Alignment

Agency Target
Agency Program of Work
includes initiatives to
implement Microsoft
Exchange 5.5 SP4 by
June 2010

Microsoft
Exchange 5.5
SP4

Figure 7 Example GEA Alignment

Measuring Alignment
Each agency will self-assess their alignment based on the domains in the alignment target.
Only those domains that are relevant to the agency contribute to the alignment score. All
domains are weighted equally; no priority is given to one target over another. Therefore a
score of 75% alignment will mean that the agency can demonstrate alignment in 75% of the
relevant domains.
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Alignment Process and Timeline
Figure 8 illustrates the timeline and processes to be undertaken by the QGCIO in
establishing the alignment target, consulting with agencies and assessing agency alignment
for reporting to whole-of-Government governance bodies such as the Strategic Information
and ICT Council.
Consultation
Draft Alignment
Target Development

March
2005
Alignment
Target
Identified

Agency ICT Planning

September
August
2005
2005
Alignment Alignment
Target
Target
Endorsed
Detailed

June
2006
Agency SelfAssessment >60%
Alignment

Figure 8 Example Alignment Process and Timeline

Exceptions
Where an agency can show significant justification for not demonstrating alignment with a
domain, that agency may be able to qualify for an exception for that domain. Exceptions will
be processed and assessed through a rigorous process published by the QGCIO.
Reporting of Alignment Targets
Periodically, agencies will be required to send a report on the status of their alignment with
the whole-of-Government target architecture to the QGCIO. The report will be generated
through completion of a self-assessment application to be provided by the QGCIO. The
results of the self-assessment will then be used to report on whole-of-Government progress
in aligning with the GEA.
QGCIO regularly publishes the alignment processes for Queensland Government agencies
to follow.
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D GEA Meta Model
D.1

Artefact Types

The GEA is a set of artefacts that document the current and preferred future uses of
information and communication technology across the Queensland Government. The GEA
recognises a defined number of artefact types, each fulfilling a different purpose.
Table 6 lists the types of artefacts within the GEA.
GEA framework
positioning
Classification

RepresentationCurrent
RepresentationMechanisms and
Standards

Artefact

Purpose

Example

Domain definition

Define the scope of a domain.

Domain Profile

Document current usage within a
domain.
Documents a single consistent
definition for a topic to be used
across the Queensland
Government. May span multiple
domains.
Raise issues on a topic, often
leading to a strategic direction or
position paper. May span multiple
domains.
Establishes a mandated
Queensland Government position
in a given area with detailed
targets and timelines. May span
multiple domains.
Presents the overall direction of
the Queensland Government for
a given area and creates
agreement in principle for this
direction across the sector. May
span multiple domains.
Established how the Queensland
Government will implement a
strategic direction including highlevel timelines and measurable
objectives. Often documenting
the approach to achieve
alignment with a position.
Document policy and mandatory
principles for a topic.

A-3.1.1
Client Account
Management
Oracle 9i

Definition paper

Discussion paper

Position paper

Strategic direction

Implementation
strategy

GEA Policy
(Information
Standard)
Guideline
- Advice
- Toolkit
- Checklist
Domain Specification
- Interoperability
standard
Queensland Government Chief Information Office

Provide agencies with supporting
material to help them align with
the position, specification, or
information standard.
Provide the Queensland
Government position on a topic.
Covers a single domain or a part

Enterprise
Service Bus

Portal,
Authentication

Directory
technology and
implementation
architecture
Desktop
Strategy

Thin Client
Deployment
Strategy

IS25 Intellectual
Property
eDRMS
deployment
guideline
SOAP 1.1
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- Product/
Service
- Purchasing
arrangement
- Model
Domain Target

of a domain.

Document targets and deadlines
within a domain.

Oracle 9i (by
June 30 2008)

Table 6 Artefact Types
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Artefact Rules

Each of these GEA artefacts has an associate set of rules that constrain the contents of the
artefact, when and how the artefact should be added to the GEA, and its relationship to other
artefacts14. The requirements for each GEA artefact are outlined below.

Domain Definition
Purpose/Scope/Applicability

Constraints/Restrictions

Consultation process
Endorsement

Defines the scope of a single level 1, 2 or 3 domain. May use
inclusions and exclusions and example product references.
Stops short of identifying principles or solutions for the domain.
Domains at the same level should not overlap however a level 1
domain may have a broader scope than the sum of all its constituent
level 2 domains. Similarly, a level 2 domain may have a broader
scope than the sum of all its constituent level 3 domains.
All domains, when taken together, should provide total coverage of a
particular ICT space, segment or topic.
No formal consultation
Program Director (Enterprise Architecture and Strategy), QGCIO

Domain Profile
Purpose/Scope/Applicability
Constraints/Restrictions

Documents the existing services, products, and approaches within a
specific domain for an organisation.
Domain profiles should only address a single domain. If a single
solution (e.g. computer system) spans multiple domains it should be
listed within each of the applicable domain profiles.
Should reference mechanisms and standards where appropriate.

Consultation process
Endorsement

Models and other detail should only be included where they differ
from those documented within mechanisms and standards.
No formal consultation
None required.

Definition Paper
Purpose/Scope/Applicability

Constraints/Restrictions

A paper that provides a single consistent description for an area of
concern (topic) to be used consistently across the Queensland
Government. Using a common definition moves the sector towards
achieving a shared understanding of the area of concern.
A definition paper contains definitions, establishes the context, and
describes the scope and potential issues; however it stops short of
analysing the issues or suggesting solutions.
Definition papers should only be authored for the GEA when a
suitable industry white paper cannot be found or when the
Queensland Government situation is unique.
Externally authored white (definition) papers should not be copied into
the GEA except where there is clear copyright permission to do so. In
most cases other GEA artefacts should directly reference the external
white (definition) paper.

14

The consultation process and endorsement rules for each artefact shown here are the expected
levels of governance for a given artefact type. The overall GEA Governance rules may still result in
increased governance requirements in some cases.
Queensland Government Chief Information Office
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As determined by Director (Enterprise Architecture and Strategy),
QGCIO
Director (Enterprise Architecture and Strategy), QGCIO

Discussion Paper
Purpose/Scope/Applicability

Constraints/Restrictions

Consultation
Endorsement process

A paper that outlines and describes an area of concern and identifies
and/or refines issues with a view to promoting discussion towards
establishing a strategic direction or position paper.
A discussion paper may propose a direction/policy for the area of
concern.
Must include or reference an associated definition paper.
Discussion papers are retired and archived when a related position
paper is published.
As determined by Director (Enterprise Architecture and Strategy),
QGCIO
Director (Enterprise Architecture and Strategy), QGCIO

Position Paper
Purpose/Scope/Applicability

A paper that outlines and describes an area of concern and describes
the organisation’s position on the issues.
When issued by the QGCIO a position paper establishes a mandated
Queensland Government position in a given area with detailed targets
and timelines.
It may reference a strategy paper, information standards and/or
guidelines for implementation.

Constraints/Restrictions

A position paper does not establish policy. A GEA policy is only
established when officially endorsed by a person with Cabinet
delegation authority.
Must include a rationale or justification for the position.
May result in the formulation of an information standard, and/or
strategy document.
Must include or reference an associated definition paper.

Consultation process
Endorsement

Supersedes any associated discussion paper.
Formal consultation
Strategic Information and ICT Committee

Strategic Direction
Purpose/Scope/Applicability

Constraints/Restrictions
Consultation process
Endorsement

Presents the overall direction of the Queensland Government for a
given area of concern (topic) and establishes agreement in principle
for the direction across the sector.
Must include or reference an associated definition paper.
As determined by Director (Enterprise Architecture and Strategy),
QGCIO
Strategic Information and ICT Committee

Implementation Strategy
Purpose/Scope/Applicability

Establishes how the Queensland Government will implement a
strategic direction including high-level timelines and measurable
objectives. Often documenting the approach to achieve alignment

Queensland Government Chief Information Office
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with a position.
Must include or reference an associated strategic direction.
Must include measures to monitor success of any implementation.

Consultation process
Endorsement

Canvases and establishes agreed direction on how to align with
agreed position.
As determined by Director (Enterprise Architecture and Strategy),
QGCIO
Strategic Information and ICT Committee

Policy (Information Standard)
Purpose/Scope/Applicability
Constraints/Restrictions
Consultation process
Endorsement

A policy specifies mandatory principles that agencies need to
consider on a risk-aware basis in the operation of their business.
A position paper should exist prior to a GEA Policy being published
on a topic.
Information Standards consultation process
Director General - Department of Public Works

Guideline
Purpose/Scope/Applicability

Constraints/Restrictions

Consultation process
Endorsement

May include:
- Implementation advice (best practice)
- Implementation toolbox (electronic resources - some directly
provided and some available via links)
May exist without a corresponding GEA standard.
Must reference a definition paper, discussion paper, position paper, or
standard.
As determined by Director (Enterprise Architecture and Strategy),
QGCIO
Director (Enterprise Architecture and Strategy), QGCIO

Domain Specification
Purpose/Scope/Applicability

Constraints/Restrictions

Consultation process
Endorsement

Fully documents the ideal situation for a domain by way of principles
and models. Strongly related to position papers; however a domain
specification excludes the justification and only includes aspects
relevant to the one domain.
Domain specifications are strongly related to domain definitions. They
often extend domain definitions. There should be a domain
specification for each domain definition, i.e. for each domain.
As determined by Director (Enterprise Architecture and Strategy),
QGCIO
Director (Enterprise Architecture and Strategy), QGCIO

Domain Target
Purpose/Scope/Applicability

Constraints/Restrictions

Documents the target services, products, or approaches within a
specific domain for an agency, cross-agency initiative, or government
as a whole.
These domain targets should only address a single domain. If the
solution applies to multiple domains it should be repeated within
multiple domain profiles.
Should reference mechanisms and standards where appropriate.

Consultation process

Models and other detail should only be included where they differ
from those documented within mechanisms and standards.
Formal consultation

Queensland Government Chief Information Office
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Strategic Information and ICT Committee
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Process flow for key GEA artefacts

GEA artefacts are not developed in isolation. The process flow diagram in Figure 9 illustrates
the typical flow for key artefacts (although there may be exceptions):

Figure 9 Typical Process Flow for Key Artefacts

An Implementation Strategy results in a program of work. Each project within the program of
work should be assessed using the standard mechanisms for ensuring project assurance
and benefits management.
Additionally, GEA Implementation Strategies could result in the need for:
• GEA Position Papers - For example, for a specific domain in the information architecture,
a GEA Position Paper describes what an agency specifically needs to do and by when;
or
• GEA Policy (Information Standard) - For example, mandatory principles for the
management of information by an agency. The agency uses a risk-based approach to
the adoption of the principles. GEA Guidelines may assist the agency in applying these
mandatory principles; or
• GEA Standard - For example, a mandatory approach to configuring an agency’s web
services to ‘expose’ information it holds.
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Domain Specifications

In addition to information on products/services, purchasing arrangements and other related
interoperability standards, domain specifications may include models. Modelling is a
technique used to describe a structured arrangement for business or ICT components. It
provides a cut-down view of a real-world arrangement where aspects of lesser significance
are omitted in order to highlight aspects of greater significance.
Table 7 lists preferred modelling notations within the GEA.

Technology
models

Application models

Information
models

Business models

Layer

Model type
Conceptual flow
BPMN
IDEF0 (Functional
decomposition)
IDEF3 (Process flow)
BPEL
Organisational
structure
Functional hierarchy
UML use case
UML activity
Entity Relationship

Version

www.bpmi.org
FIPS 183

1.3
1.3

www.omg.org
www.omg.org

UML model
UML model
Database
model
UML model

www.w3.org
www.w3.org

1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3

www.omg.org
www.omg.org
www.omg.org
www.omg.org

1.3

www.omg.org

Conceptual website
Website map
Data Flow Diagram
Physical data model
UML deployment
Network diagram

Microsoft Visio
Basic diagram
(Plug in)
IDEF0

Organisation
chart

UML static structure
(class diagram)
XML DTD
XML schema
Enterprise application
UML component
UML collaboration
UML sequence
UML state chart
User interface

Authority/Source

Enterprise
application
UML model
UML model
UML model
UML model
Windows XP
user interface
Conceptual
website
Website map
Date flow
Database
model
UML model
Basic/detailed
network
diagram

Table 7 Preferred Modelling Notations for the GEA
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EA Classification Models – Business Layer

Business layer addresses the business mission, goals, objectives, strategy, line of
businesses, organisation structure, business process models, business functions and other
business concepts. It contains all of the business frameworks including but not limited to the
business portfolio framework.

E.1

Business Portfolio Framework

The Business Portfolio Framework classifies business processes within the Queensland
Government.
Queensland Government - Business Portfolio Framework

Version 2.0

1. Understand
Markets and
Customers

2. Develop and Manage
Strategy and Policy

Determine Customer
Needs and Wants

Monitor the External
Environment

Strategic Mgt and
Planning

Identify and monitor
economic trends

Administer and report on
government
responsibilities

Conduct qualitative
assessments

Develop organisational
and business strategic
and operational plans

Identify political and
regulatory issues
Conduct quantitative
assessments
Identify and monitor social
and cultural changes

Develop Org.
Regulation

Predict customer
purchasing behaviour

OPERATING PROCESSES

Assess and monitor new
technology innovations

Measure Customer
Satisfaction
Define Business
Concepts and
Organisational
Strategy & Goals

Monitor satisfaction with
products and services

Monitor satisfaction with
problem resolution

3. Develop Products and Services

Define policies procedures
and standards

Define agency delegations
and governance

Develop agency
organisational vision and
mission

Monitor satisfaction with
communication

Develop organisational
strategies

Monitor Changes in
Market or Customer
Expectations

Develop organisational
goals

Determine weaknesses of
product/service offerings

Design the organisational
structure and relationships
between org. units

Identify new innovations
that meet customer needs

Identify and define
collaborative processes

Develop New
Product/Service
Concept and Plans

Design, build and
evaluate prototype
products and services

Market Products or
Services to Relevant
Customer Segments

Translate customer wants
& needs into product and/
or service requirements

Develop product/service
specifications

Develop pricing strategy

Conduct product research

Conduct concurrent
engineering

Develop advertising
strategy

Develop and integrate
technology into product/
service concept

Document design
specifications

Define advertising
technologies and process

Develop product/service
costs

Develop, set and manage
Government / agency
policy

4. Market and Sell

Develop prototypes

Process Customer
Orders

Plan for and acquire
necessary resources

Accept orders from
customers

Convert Resources
or Inputs into
Products

Select and certify
suppliers

Manage Production
and Delivery Process

Deliver Products

Document and monitor
order status

Arrange product shipment

Manage inventories

Deliver products to
customers

Purchase capital goods

Identify organisational
strategic demands
Determine and define
human resource
requirements

Cascade Strategy to
Work Level

Accept grant applications
from customers
Enter grant applications
into production and
delivery process

Ensure product quality

Install product

Schedule and perform
maintenance

Identify and schedule
resources to meet service
requirements

Estimate advertising
resource and capital
requirements

Test effectiveness of new
or revised products or
services

Identify specific target
customers and their needs

Acquire appropriate
technology

Handle warranties and
claims

Refine existing
products/services

Prepare for
Production
Develop and test
prototype production
process

Sell products and services

Identify integrated service
delivery projects

Design and obtain
necessary materials and
equipment

Negotiate Terms

Eliminate quality/reliability
problems

Install and verify process
or methodology

Conduct BPR process

Manage the Product/
Service Development
Process

Plan for and acquire
necessary resources

Plan for Human
Resource
Requirement

Select and certify
suppliers

Deliver Service to the
Customer

Ensure quality of
service

Provide customer access
to service

Manage service
availability and reliability

Manage service
identification & location

Manage service delivery
performance

Purchase materials and
supplies
Identify and implement
training requirements
Acquire appropriate
technology
Monitor and manage skills
development
Select service channel

Manage change control

MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT PROCESSES

Develop and Train
Employees

Manage service level
agreements

Manage and respond to
customer enquires &
requirements

Manage service support

Pay the customer

Manage enforcement and
compliance

Manage new service
deployment

Respond to grant payment
enquiries

Develop Public
Relations Program

Develop Community
Relations

Manage Legal and
Ethical Issues

Manage internal
communications

Provision of information
sessions (external)

Management of media

Manage community grants
and benefits programs

Manage agency legal
issues

Provision of information
sessions (government)

Define and align work
outputs and metrics

Develop succession and
career plans

Relocate employees

Provide outplacement
support

Develop and manage
training programs

Develop performance
management approaches/
feedback

Manage employee
performance, reward and
recognition

Develop work and family
support systems

Manage labourmanagement relationships

Define work competencies

Recruit, select and hire
employees

Restructure and right size
workforce

Manage employee rosters

Develop and manage
employee orientation
programs

Manage team
performance

Manage employee leave
and entitlements

Manage and administer
employee benefits

Ensure employee
involvement

Develop functional/
process competencies

Evaluate work for market
value and internal equity

Manage workforce
diversity

Manage workplace health
and safety

Define performance
measures

Develop and manage
base and variable
compensation

Manage employee
satisfaction

Manage Government
Relationships
Manage interjurisdictional
relationships

Manage International
business

9. Manage Information and Technology Resources

Define enterprise
architectures

Leverage data and
information

Plan and forecast
information technologies

Leverage and manage
organisational knowledge

Develop and Deploy Enterprise Systems

Implement Systems
Security and Controls

Manage Information and Data

Define and manage
support strategy and
requirements

Establish systems security
strategies and levels

Define data life cycles

Modify and update
information

Develop enterprise
systems

Support users

Test, evaluate, and deploy
systems security and
controls

Establish information
repositories (databases)

Delete information

Test, evaluate and deploy
enterprise systems

Manage operations of
enterprise systems

Plan and manage
continuity and disaster
recovery

Acquire and collect
information

Enable retrieval of
information

Store information

Manage records and
documents

Select information
technologies

Manage technical
environment

Acquire, develop and
deploy technology
solutions

Ensure continuity of
systems

Interface with
Industry and
Government
commercial entities
Manage Industry
relationships

Manage agency
contractual issues

Manage Legislative
Obligations
Manage agency legislative
compliance and
obligations

Provide advice on legal
and ethical policy

Manage review of agency
policy inline with
legislative changes

Manage commercial
interests and board
participation

Manage cross-agency
relationships

Manage Information
Services

Manage Facilities
and Network
Operations

Facilitate Information
Sharing and
Communication

Evaluate and Audit
Information

Manage libraries and
information centres

Manage centralized
facilities

Manage external
communications systems

Manage information
compliance requirements

Provide research services

Manage distributed
facilities

Manage internal
communications systems

Manage licensing

Measure
Organisational
Performance

Manage network
operations

Prepare and distribute
publications

Manage FOI

Create measurement
systems

12. Manage Improvement and Change

Measure product and
service quality

Conduct Quality
Assessments

Improve Processes
and Systems

Conduct quality
assessments based on
external criteria

Create commitment for
improvement

Conduct quality
assessments based on
internal criteria

Implement continuous
process improvement

Implement TQM
Create commitment to
TQM

Design and implement
TQM systems

Manage TQM life cycle
Measure cost of quality

Process Finance and Accounting
Transactions

Report Information

Conduct Internal
Audits
Report and monitor
compliance with legislation

Manage the Tax Function

Manage Physical
Resources

Develop budgets

Manage financial risk

Process accounts payable

Manage travel and
entertainment expenses

Provide external financial
information

Ensure tax compliance

Manage tax controversies

Manage capital planning

Manage resource and
funding allocation

Manage depreciation of
assets

Process payroll

Manage corporate cards
and accounts

Provide internal financial
information

Plan tax strategy

Communicate tax issues
to management

Acquire and redeploy fixed
assets

Design capital structure

Manage loans and
investments

Process accounts
receivable, credit, and
collections

Manage general ledger

Provide Government
financial statements

Manage tax returns

Manage tax administration

Manage and track assets

Manage cash flow

Manage financial
delegations

Close the books

Manage petty cash

Trend analysis and
forecasting

Manage facilities

Benchmark
Performance

Measure costs

Develop benchmarking
capabilities

Measure cycle time

Conduct process
benchmarking

Measure productivity

Conduct competitive
benchmarking

10. Manage Financial and Physical Resources
Manage Financial Resources

Develop, deliver and
maintain customer
payments

Identify and schedule
resources to meet service
requirements

Communicate with
Stakeholders

Ensure Employee Well-Being
and Satisfaction

Manage employee
separation

Conduct specific needs
assessments

Manage customer
complaints

Pay Grants to Customers

11. Manage External Relationships

Manage Employee Performance,
Reward and Recognition

Create and deploy teams

Establish standards and
controls

Respond to post-sales
information requests

Define skill requirements

Plan and forecast
workforce requirements

Derive requirements from
business strategies

Respond to Customer
Enquiries

Develop sales forecast

Analyse, design, or
redesign work

Plan for Information Resource Management

Respond to billing
enquiries

Provide After-Sales Service

6. Produce and Deliver (Services)

Develop product/service
enhancements

Manage work
documentation

Invoice the customer

Store product

Align employee and
organisation development
needs

Define human resource’s
organisational role

Develop, deliver and
maintain customer billing

Provide post-sales service
Apply for patents

Develop product/service
quality and performance
targets

Manage Deployment of Personnel

Bill the Customer

Make & package product
Purchase materials and
supplies

Process Customer
Grants

8. Develop and Manage Human Resources
Create and Manage
Human Resource
Strategies

7. Invoice and
Service Customers

Develop or adjust
production process

Enter orders into
production and delivery
process

Develop marketing
messages to
communicate benefits

Develop product life cycle
and development timing
targets

Eliminate outdated
products/services

September 2004

5. Produce and Deliver (Manufacturing)

Reengineer business
processes and systems

Manage transition to
change

Manage security and
access

13. Execute Environmental Management Program

Process benefits and
retiree information
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Formulate Environmental Mgt Strategies

Manage asset disposal

Manage environmental
planning and research

Manage physical risk

Develop environmental,
health, and safety
programs

Develop environmental
policy and regulation

Ensure Compliance
with Regulations
Monitor environmental
protection and
conservation regulation

Develop & Implement
Emergency
Response Program
Develop, implement and
test disaster response
plans

Based on a concept from Queensland Transport . Classification taxonomy adapted from American Productivity and Quality Centre (APQC) Process Classification Framework, 1996.

Figure 10 Business Portfolio Framework

E.2

Other Business Models

No additional models currently published.
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EA Classification Models – Information Layer

Information layer defines what information needs to be made available to support the
business layer and enable the application and technology layers. It contains all of the
information frameworks including but not limited to the information portfolio framework.

F.1

Information Portfolio Framework

Responsibilities

Controls

Interactions

Events

Parties
Products

Places
Resources

Entities

Infrastructures

Services

Moments

Cases

Plans

Motivators

The Queensland Government Information Portfolio Framework defines a composite view of
the Queensland Government’s information. The framework performs a similar classification
role to that performed by the chart of accounts in managing finances, the organisational
chart in managing human resources, or QKey for managing records. Having such a big
picture view is essential for effectively managing any resource as it allows for consistent
planning, reporting and use at the local or whole-of-Government level.

Figure 11 Information Portfolio Framework

F.2

Other Information Models

The QGCIO has published additional classifications within the information layer that provide
support for cross-agency integration activities. These are intended to aid understanding of
the storage options for information assets, the types of information exchanges that take
place between agencies, the types of information assets exchanged and the roles agencies
play in the exchange process. These supporting classifications are defined within the GEA
Definition Paper Information Architecture Supporting Classifications, November 2006.
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EA Classification Models – Application Layer

Application layer focuses on the application portfolio required to support the business vision
and information needs of the enterprise, and addresses the common business components
and business services that can be leveraged by multiple applications. It contains all of the
application frameworks including but not limited to the application portfolio framework.

G.1 Application Portfolio Framework
Queensland Government - Application Portfolio Framework

Authorities, Licences,
Permits and Awards

Infringement
Management

Accreditation

Investigations
Management

Registrations and
Inspections

Case
Management

Scheduling and
Bookings

Library Management

Information
Submission

Event Management

Information Provision

Computer-aided
Dispatch

Subsidies, Grants,
Benefits & Assistance

Computer-based
Training

Learning

Line of Business
Service Delivery

Generic Service Delivery

Version 3.0

Public Safety and
Emergency
Response

Student
Enrolment and
Results

Law and Justice

Disaster
Management

Timetabling

Emergency
Response Mgt

Curriculum
Devel. and Mgt

Customer Relationship Management

Corrections and
Detention Mgt

Forensic
Services

Covert
Operations Mgt

Property and
Exhibit Mgt

Intelligence

Traffic
Management

Compliance and
Enforcement

Marketing and Advocacy

Customer Service and
Support

Client Account
Management

Product
Development &
Marketing

Customer Service

Sales Automation

Customer Marketing

Customer Support

Partner Relationship
Management

Analytics

Call Centre/Help
Desk

Merchandising and
Retailing

Brand Management

Complaints
Management

Design and
Engineering

Modelling and
Simulation

Computer Aided
Design

Research

Human Capital Management
Recruitment

Enterprise
Asset Management

Employee
Administration

Maintenance Mgt
Rostering
Time and
Attendance

Financial Management

Performance
Management
Compensation
Planning and
Strategy
Contingent
Workforce
Management
Skills
Management

Organisational
Development

Occupational
Health & Safety
Management

Taxes and Revenue

Transportation

Leisure

Jobs and Work

Community and
Welfare

Business and
Industry

Utilities

Supply Chain
Planning

Inventory
Management

Sourcing and
Procurement

Fleet Management

Contract
Management

International Trade

Laboratory
Systems

Payroll

Workforce
Analytics

Agriculture

Infrastructure and
Housing

Statistical Tools
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General Ledger

Budgeting

Costing

Receipting

Payments

Organisational Optimisation

Enterprise Resource Planning

Manufacturing

Medical and
Paramedical

Supply Chain Management

Science and Engineering

Sales

Parks and Recreation

Environment and
Resource

Incident
Management

Search and
Rescue

January 2007

Enterprise
Business Intelligence

Project Portfolio
Management

Knowledge
Management

Planning and
Governance

Executive / Mgt
Information
Systems

Portfolio
Management

Document and
Records Mgt

Risk and Issue
Management

Enterprise
Performance
Management

Project
Scheduling

Quality
Management

Project
Estimation

Policy Research
& Development

Project Cost
Management

Organisational
Strategic
Planning
Machinery of
Govt Planning &
Execution

Based on a concept from Queensland Transport. Some parts of this classification taxonomy were adapted from Gartner Inc.’s Software Market Research Methodology and Definitions 2003 - 2004 http://www4.gartner.com/DisplayDocument?doc_cd=119016

Figure 12 Application Portfolio Framework

G.2 Other Application Models
No additional models currently published.
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EA Classification Models – Technology Layer

Technology layer defines the technology services needed to support the application portfolio
of the business, including software, hardware, and network support. It contains all of the
technology frameworks including but not limited to the technology portfolio framework.

H.1

Technology Portfolio Framework
Queensland Government - Technology Portfolio Framework

Version 3.02

January 2007

Application Environments

Desktop & Productivity

Management & Control
Personal Productivity
Standard Office Suites

Collaboration
Software

Business Intelligence & Data Warehouse
Platforms

Web Page Authoring

File Viewers

Web Browser

Special Purpose
Productivity Tools

eMail & Calendaring

Data Mining Tools

Extract, Transform &
Load Tools

Real Time and Team
Collaboration

Data Quality Tools

Business Intelligence
Platforms

Content Management

Multimedia & Graphics
Design Software

Application
Development Software

Application Delivery
Platform Software

Requirements
Management

Application Server
Software

Analysis, Design &
Modelling Tools

Portal Server Software

Applications Devel.
Tools & Environments

Web Server Software

Software Engines

Integration Software

Business Process
Management Engines

Application Integration
Platforms

Relational DBMS

Business Rules
Engines

Messaging Middleware

Object-Oriented DBMS

Workflow Engines

Transaction Processing
Monitors

Desktop DBMS

Software Change &
Config. Management

Reporting Engines

Software Testing Tools

GIS Server Engines

Hardware, Devices &
Systems Software

Server Hardware

Desktop Hardware

Entry Level Server

Desktop PC’s

Laptop & Notebook
PCs

Mid-range Server

Desktop Terminals

Tablet PCs

Embedded DBMS
Database Replication &
Clustering

General Purpose Mobile Devices

Security Software

Operating Systems &
Utilities

IT Service Desk

Identity and Access
Management

Remote Desktop
Management

Directory Services

Systems Configuration
Management

PKI

ICT Asset Management

Network Security

Software Licence
Management

Intrusion Prevention &
Detection

Application
Management

Encryption

DBMS Management

Antivirus & Antimalware

Batch Job Scheduling

Content Filtering

Availability & Performance
Management

Security Administration
Software

Network Management

Security Event
Management
Vulnerability
Management
Security Information
Management

Storage Management

Handheld Devices

Desktop Printers

Special Purpose Devices

Operating Systems

Storage Devices

OS Clustering &
Availability Software

Storage Management
Software

Virtual User Interface
Software

Backup, Recovery and
Archive Software

Desktop Scanners
Remote Sensors

Faxes

Supporting Utilities

Dedicated IP Telephony
Devices

Multi-Function Devices

Application and OS
Deployment Services

Desktop Telephones

Embedded Software
Tools

Virtual Machine
Software

Mobile Telephones

Other Audio & Video
Devices

File & Print Services

Network Hardware
Network

Database Management
Systems

Non-relational DBMS

Search Engines

Mainframe Server

Systems Management
Software

Desktop Publishing

Network Software

LAN Devices

Network Security
Devices

Wireless Networking
Devices

Network Name &
Address Services

MAN and WAN Devices

Content Switches & Load
Balancing Devices

Radio Network Devices

Caching & Proxy
Services

Network Cabling &
Infrastructure

Network Performance
Devices

Voice Network Devices

Network Monitoring
Node Software
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Bandwidth & Other
Network Services
Bandwidth Provision
VPN Services
Remote Access
Services

Based on a concept from Queensland Transport. Classification taxonomy adapted from Gartner Inc.’s Software Market Research Methodology & Definitions 2003 - 2004 http://www4.gartner.com/DisplayDocument?doc_cd=119016

Figure 13 Technology Portfolio Framework

H.2

Other Technology Models

No additional models currently published.
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Glossary of Terms

The following glossary provides agreed definitions for common terms used in relation to the
GEA framework.
Term

Definition

Applications

The suite of applications software that supports the business
processes of agencies and supports the storage and
accessibility of information.
Note: In relation to the GEA, a piece of software only qualifies to
be an application if some part of an agency’s business
processes are codified in the software. For example,
Queensland Transport’s TRAILS system is an application but
Microsoft Word and Excel are not.

Artefact

A product of the GEA. Essentially the format defined by the GEA
for EA Representations.
Examples of artefacts of the GEA include GEA Position Papers,
GEA Policies, and GEA Standards.

Domain

In relation to the GEA means a subdivision of the hierarchical
classification scheme associated with a layer of the GEA.
For example, the Technology layer of the GEA contains a
domain for Desktop PCs.

Enterprise Architecture

Enterprise architecture is the practice of applying a
comprehensive and rigorous method for describing a current
and future structure and behaviour for an organisation's
processes, information, applications, technology and human
resources, so that they align with the organisation's strategic
direction. Although often associated strictly with information
technology, it relates more broadly to the practice of business
efficiency and effectiveness.

EA Classification Model

An EA Classification Model is a set of classifications used to
organise the elements of an enterprise architecture (EA).
Several classification models exist within the GEA, including but
not limited to the Business Portfolio Framework, the Information
Portfolio Framework, the Application Portfolio Framework and
the Technology Portfolio Framework.

EA Representations

In relation to the GEA, the EA Representations are all of the
components of the enterprise architecture that comprise the
content (as opposed to the rules and structure) of the GEA.
These include a collection of current and target enterprise
architectures, and mechanisms/standards for achieving the
target enterprise architecture.

GEA Definition Paper

(formerly called ‘GEA White Paper’) Provides background to a
topic and aims to provide a standard meaning for terms and
concepts to ensure consistent usage and common
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understanding across the Queensland Government. The use of
the term GEA White paper (while an appropriate term in the ICT
industry) conflicts with a similar term used to describe a
document that defines the policy of the Government of the day.
GEA Discussion Paper

Raises issues on a topic. GEA Discussion Papers are used to
promote discussion across the sector and may lead to the
development of a policy, standard or position paper. May span
multiple domains.

GEA Domain
Specification

(also known as ‘models’) GEA Domain Specifications provide
design specifications for application within a GEA domain.
These will usually be in the form of models but the type of model
will be dependent on the domain it is representing.

GEA Guidelines

Provides agencies with supporting material, for example, advice,
toolkits, checklists to help them align with the position,
specification or GEA policy.

GEA Implementation
Strategies

Documents the approach to achieving alignment with position or
strategic direction, in a particular timeframe. May span multiple
domains.

GEA Policies

(also known as Information Standards) Documents policy and
mandatory principles for a topic. GEA Policies, like GEA Position
Papers have a compliance requirement.

GEA Position Papers

Provides the Queensland Government’s position on a topic. May
span multiple domains. GEA Position Papers also include a set
of objective measures that are to be achieved with their
associated timeframes. GEA Position Papers, like GEA Policies
have a compliance requirement.

GEA Standards

Documents the constraints for a particular area. The constraints
are mandatory. These will tend to be technical in nature. For
example, a Web Services Interoperability standard defines the
way in which international web service standards are to be
applied when exposing a technical web service.

GEA Strategic Direction

A document that defines a strategic direction to be taken by the
Queensland Government. Endorsement of a Strategic Direction
indicates in principle agreement to take a particular direction.

Governance

Governance refers to how all agencies involved in a project or
process (individually and collectively) make decisions relating to
the establishment, management and control of the project or
process. In practice, governance refers to the people, policies,
processes and structures which enable collaborative and
informed decision making.

Government Enterprise
Architecture (GEA)

The Government Enterprise Architecture provides the
framework to support the development of better services for
Queenslanders, more efficient and effective use of ICT in the
Government, and effective partnering with the private sector.

ICT

Information and Communication Technology refers to
applications, information and technology.
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Information Standards

See GEA Policies.

Meta Model

Meta Model in relation to the GEA is the set of rules for
structuring and populating the GEA.

OGICT

Office of Government ICT, the former name of the Queensland
Government Chief Information Office within the Department of
Public Works

Program or program of
work

A program is a portfolio of projects and activities that are
coordinated and managed as a unit such that they achieve
outcomes and realise benefits.

Project

A project is a particular way of managing activities as part of a
temporary course of action to deliver specific outputs over a
specified period and within cost, quality and resource restraints.

QGCIO

Queensland Government Chief Information Office within the
Department of Public Works.

QGCTO

Queensland Government Chief Technology Office within the
Department of Public Works.

Whole-of-Government

Depending on the context, whole-of-Government may mean:
• all of the Queensland Government; OR
• may be used as an adjective to apply to an initiative or
program that spans all of the Queensland Government; OR
• it may be used as an adjective to apply to an initiative,
program, product or service that is conducted, managed and
provided on behalf of all agencies.
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